**New Zealand vs Korea**

**Full Time** 2 - 1

**Half Time** 1 - 0

**Minute** | **Shirt #** | **Name** | **Green** | **Yellow** | **Red**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
X | 4 | HAIG Nick | | | |
X | 5 | HAYWARD Andy | | | |
X | 6 | CHILD Simon | | | |
X | 8 | COUZINS Dean (C) | | | |
6 | 9 | HILTON Blair | | | |
X | 13 | CHILD Marcus | | | |
6 | 14 | PANCHIA Jared | 60 | | |
16 | McGREGOR Hamish (GK) | | | |
X | 18 | BURROWS Phil | | | |
5 | 19 | SHAW Alex | | | |
X | 20 | MANCHESTER Devon (GK) | | | |
5 | 21 | RUSSELL Kane | | | |
X | 22 | TARRANT Blair | | | |
5 | 24 | PANCHIA Arun | | | |
X | 25 | McALEESE Shea | | | |
5 | 27 | JENNESS Stephen | | | |
X | 29 | INGLIS Hugo | 34 | | |
X | 31 | EDWARDS Steve | | | |

**Coach** | BATCH Colin

---

**Minute** | **Shirt #** | **Name** | **Green** | **Yellow** | **Red**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
X | 1 | LEE Myungho (GK) | | | |
X | 5 | OH Daekeun | | | |
X | 6 | LEE Namyong | | | |
6 | 7 | KANG Moonkyu | | | |
X | 8 | LEE Seungil (C) | | | |
X | 9 | YOON Sungchoon | | | |
X | 10 | YOU Hyosik | | | |
9 | 12 | JUNG Manjae | | | |
X | 13 | KANG Moonkyu | | | |
7 | 14 | HYUN Hyesung | 32 | | |
16 | KIM Jashyeon (GK) | | | |
X | 17 | HONG Eunseong | | | |
X | 19 | KIM Youngjin | | | |
6 | 21 | LEE Seunghoon | | | |
10 | 22 | KIM Seongkyu | | | |
X | 25 | JANG Jonghyun | | | |
6 | 27 | JEON Byungjin | | | |
X | 32 | NAM Hyunwoo | | | |

**Coach** | SHIN Seok Kyo

---

Team Manager
van BRUEGEL Peter

Umpire
SHAIKH Javed (IND)

Scoring Judge
PETITJEAN Sylvie (FRA)

Technical Officer
DOYER Wiert (NED)

---

**Team** | **Minute** | **Number** | **Action** | **Score**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
NZL | 1 | 31 | FG | 1 - 0
KOR | 64 | 22 | FG | 1 - 1
NZL | 69 | 18 | PC | 2 - 1

---

**Team** | **Minute** | **Number** | **Action** | **Score**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---